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DISCLAIMER 
 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an 
agency of the United States Government.  Neither the United States 
Government nor any agency Thereof, nor any of their employees, 
makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal 
liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or 
usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process 
disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately 
owned rights.  Reference herein to any specific commercial product, 
process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or 
otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, 
recommendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any 
agency thereof.  The views and opinions of authors expressed herein 
do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States 
Government or any agency thereof. 
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SUMMAM 

A resxane of Health Phjraics activities for July, August, and September 
is preaentedo Disciissions and tabiOations which summarize results of field 
surveys, bioassay, personnel monitoring, and environmental svErveys are JLn-
cluded. 

During the period covered by this report, contamination and expoBU3^e 
levels have been maintained at a relatively low level. 

The program of fabricating plutonium-beryllium neutron sources begEin 
this quarter 0 Difficulties were encountered vixh the ventilation of the 
dry boxes used for the plutonltm work during the fabrication of the firsit 
two sources. The situation was remedied by a change in the air filter 
system. 

The thorium redrujnailng project was started up again in July. This 
work was discontinued on May 2k, 1956 becaxise of lack of man power. 

FIELD SORVEyS 

^ • R. A. Quillet and Jo M. Gamer 

STATISTICS 

Air-monitoring eaarples (polonium) ^bT53 

Air-monitoring sanroles (other) ^,905 

Wipe Sainples 20,2it-7 

Routine and special eonreys 2,365 

POLOFIUM AREAS 

The backlog of sludge, which resulted from the draining and cleaning 
of the clarifloculators at the "WD" Building, has been disposed of by burial 
at Oak Ridge in the routine manner. The contaminated miscellaneous equj.pment 
in Warehouse 10 was shipped tj Oak Ridge for burial on August 30. Since 
these projects are now complsted we expect to ship two truck loads of con
taminated waste for burial every three months o 

In the previous quarterly report we pointed out a problsm of 
bacteriological action taking place in the drummed "WD?' sludge. Hie 
build-up of gas In the drmns could cause a drum to rapture before btirial 
could be effected. This problem was '^llMnated by chlorinating fche 
sludge before drumming. 
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"Zie shipment of the contaminated equipment in Warehouse 10 to Oak 
Ridge for burial resulted in a contaminated truck of the Dance Motor 
Lines. The load of several large tanks and pfaudlers was not adequately 
shored in. !I3ie load shifted in transit and opened some of the sealed 
tanks. Contaminated nast from inside some of the tanks sifted to the 
floor of the truck, and was ground into the flooring during unloading 
operations. The entire truck floor had to be replaced. This incident 
prompted an inspection and consultation trip to Oak Ridge for R. Ao Gulllet 
and H. E. Ifeyer of the Health Physics Department, and J. J. Spicka of the 
Business Division. 

On one occasion in August, 1100 gallons of neutralized bismuth 
slurry was received at the "VJf Building from the "HH" Building beeaxise 
of a valve failure at the "HH" Building. This incident resulted in an 
increase in the gamma radiation from the dromnied sludge. The gamma In^ 
tensity Increased from the normal average of 7.5 mr/hr at the drum 8ur° 
face to an average of 20 mr^ir. 

On July 25, there was an extensive spread of contamination in "Y" 
line 3» The contamination was tracked into corridors and other areas. 
The "Y" lab had to be cleaned from ceiling to floor. The other affected 
areas were also decontaminated. The line operator could not eacpladn the 
source of contamination. Personnel in the area submitted %xrine specimens. 
Mone of the samples indicated an internal easposure. 

On August 27, a fire broke out in the "'Y" line 3 high-risk corridor. 
A short circuit ±a an Indxiction heater catased the fire. The small blaze 
was extinguished promptly by a maintenance worker who was working on the 
system at the time. There was a tesnporary incr-ase in the polonium con^ 
centration in the air in the corridor and in the operating area. Tbe 
operations in this hood line are being transferred to another' line to 
permit the renovation of the process equipment which has been in use for 
several yeara. 

A routine Hanford slug shipment was received on September 7» 53ie 
slugs were unloaded and transferred in air to the storage pool witiiout 
difficulty. Eie casks were returned to Hanford free of contamination. 

The ventilation systems were shut down on two occasions during 
Septenfijer. Ihe first shut down occurred on September 12 when the Dayton 
Power and Light Company experienced a short«-tlme power failure. On 
September 13, the E 31 B sysitem was shut doini to permit the replacement 
of a burned out motor bearing. Although on theee occasions, there were 
pressure reversals in the air systems, there was nc spread of contamination. 
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AIR SAidPLIHG. Air samples in polonium areas are collected by the use 
of fixed position air samplers. These saarplers, each located about five 
feet above floor level, pull air through HV-70 filter paper (Holllngsworth 
and Yose Co., East Walpole, Mass.) at a flow rate of 10 liters per minute. 
Sanplers are usually run for a period of eight houi^, giving a total sample 
volnme of ko& cubic meters of air. After removal from the samplers, the 
filter paper discs are counted for alpha particle emission and the results 
are expressed in terms of polonixim concentration. 

Tablii 
quarter. 

I is a summary of the polonium air-sanipllng program for this 

TABLE I 

POLONIUM AIR SAMPLES 

Sampling Location 

"r Bldg. " Clfian 

Low-risk 

Hi^-risk 

Number of 
Saatples 

222 

1,989 

1,099 

Exhaust Systems 620 

"H" Bldg. - Clean laundry 

Hot Laundry 

6k 

128 

Exhaust Systems 12 

"WD" Bldg. - Low-risk 

"HH" Bldg, - High-risk 

Other - Low-risk 

558 

3 

6k 

Per Cent Above 
1,000 D/Mm/M'3 

0.0 

1.0 

13.5 

0.2 

0.0 

0.8 

0.0 

0.0 

66 o6 

0.0 

Average 

3 

135 

5,552 

8 

16 

58 

if 

3 

l,i^30 

26 

Maximum Permissible Concentration - 1,000 n/ms/u^ 

WIPE SAMPLING. Past experience has indicated that, due to the nature 
of polonium and its coarpoxinds, it is more important to evaluate the possi-
bilixy of contamination due to loose dust than to take direct readings. 
Therefore, in addition to direct r«jadings, surfaces are wiped periodically 
over an area of approximately kO square inches. Results of these wipe 
saaiples are used to determine possible exposure areas and to determine 
the amount and extent of decontamination work necessary, A td-pe sajaple 
showing loose polonium contamination in excess of 500 dlsintetvatloiis 
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per minute per kO square inches is sufficient to require cleaning of the 
area. Lower positive values indicate that d^c aatamin ation work is necessary 
but that it may be scheduled with other work. 

Table II is a suaanary of the wipe sample data for the period covered 
by this report. 

TABLE II 

POLOHIOM WIPE SAMPLES 
Per Cent jftove 

Area Kumber of Wipes 500 B/MS/kQ ".CN̂  

"Of' Building (and 12,i*00 5.5 

Associated Bld^.) 

Laundry 382 8.6 

IONIUM AREAS 
During this quarter, the residue and waste of the higb-level puri" 

fication runs coagjleted during the second quarter of 1956, were reprocessed. 
This work will continue until all of the material is reprocessed. A re
covery of approximately 100 grams of ionium is expected. When this Job 
is conipleted, the area will be cleaned iip and decontaminated. Itaring 
Septeaiber, the maximum concentration of ionium in the air in the higjh 
risk eurea was down to 12 x 10~12 jac/cc. The average concentration in 
the air in the hood line was only 3 3t 10"-^ ps/ce. 

Since the feed material, partialZy processed raffinates firam the 
Mallinckrodt refinery, fcxr the ionium program contains seme radium, radcn 
and its daughter products will evolve from the process. We are therefore 
monitoring the air for the concentration of short-lived particulate dauaJiter 
products as well as the long-lived parent material. 

All final waste material from this process, as well as ary spilled 
material, is being dngnmed and held for future disposal. 

Results of samples collected and analyzed for short-lived particulate 
daughters are given in Table III. 

TABLE III 

COKCENTEATION OF SHORT-LIVED DAUGHTER PRODUCTS IN AIR 

Sampling Area No. of Sampleb Maxlimim* Average* 

R" Building - Cold Area 6k 8.2 2.6 

Low"Tlsk 192 9.7 ^'k 

High-risk 63 265.1 16.1 

Exhauf't System 1? 36^ .̂9 38.8 
*J4atiply Ail Values by 10"10 to obt&in iic/cc. 

HTjtl 
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To measure the concentration of ionium in the air, saaonples are 
collected mich thjs same as in the polonium areas. However, after the 
initial alpha--count, the filter paper ii. placed on file and then re
counted only after sttfficl̂ ent time has elapsed to permit the decay of 
the initially collected short-lived daughter products in the air. The 
delayed alpha-count is \ised to estimate the ionium concentration in the 
air at the time of collection. 

Table I? shows -the resiats of such saaiples during July, August, 
and September. 

Saaipling Area 

"R" BuiMlog -

TABLE 

CONCENTRATION OF 

Cold Area 

Low-risk 

High-r isk 

Exhaust System 

Kiimbe 

rv 
IONIUM IN AIR 

: r of 

6k 

191 

63 

13 

Saaiples Maximum* 

2.7 

7.0 

2,Ita7»3 

867.5 

Average-* 

0,3 

0.5 

76.7 

12if.2 

^J&atiply All Values by lO""^^ to Obtain jfic/cc. 

PLOTONIOM AREA 

On July 12, the first plutonium-beryllium neutron source wa^ fabri
cated In the new production facility in room II6 of the "R" Building. 
Air samples taken during the time the source was fabricated Indicated 
an increase in the alpha contamination in the air. No air leaks could 
be located in the dry boxes. 

On July 19, the second plutonium-beryllium source was made. Sincê  
the exact cause of plutonium leakage from the dry boxes during the fabri
cation of the first source was not determined, per&onnel were required 
to wear respiratory protection during work on the second source as a 
precautionary measure. The operation was very closely monitored. Special 
efforts were made to keep pass box doors closed, and to hold to a mlnicEim 
any operation which could spread contamination. In spite of all added 
precautions, the air levels increased - especially during the initial 
step of the procedure. ISxis phase of the procedure included the cuttiJig 
of small pieces of plutoniium from the large piece of metal stock and tlie 
weighing of the pieces in a beryllium crucible. Based on the monitoriiig 
data, it was deemed necessary that the air flow through the hoods be 
increaeed, and that a change in the type of air filter used for the system 
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wELs required to obtain the necessary air flow. Accordingly, these changes 
were made. 

Bie third neutron sotorce was fabricated on July 26, without eiHLdence 
of leakage of plutonium from the hood line. 

Since the change in the air filter system, five sources have been 
made vi^out any adverse contamination incidents. 

During the period covered by this report, the average concentration 
of plutonium in the air in the low-risk working area was 0,85 x 10"-^ 
fic/cc» The maximum concentration for an 8-hour work day was 3,5 x 1 0 " ^ 
]fic/cc of air. Since the air filter system change the maxlnnnn concentration 
has been 2.̂ *- x 10-12 jic/cc of air, and the aversige concentration of plutoniiaa 
in the air Is 0.32 x 10-12 pc/cc. 

OTHER AREAS 

Several areas in the plant require monitoring for the concentration 
of beryllium in air. Saaxples are collected on Whatman Number kl paper 
and are analyzed spectrographically for beryllium content. During this 
quarter, 133 routine saaiples were evaluated. The maximum concentration 
of beryllium was O.15 microgram per cubic meter of air, and the average 
of all samples was 0,01 microgram per cubic meter. The maximum permissible 
concentration is two micrograms per cubic meter of air. 

The protactinium purification work in area 1-B of the "GP" Building, 
and j.n roons 1̂4-7 and ll̂ 9 in the "R" Building was completed. Equipment 
was removed from R-'lk'J and ik^ and the rooms cleaned up. Rooms R-lit'5 
and 1^7 have been cleaned and painted in preparation for' some low-level 
plutonium work. The "GP" 1-B area has been given a thorough cleaning also. 
This area and room R-ll|-9 will be used for some additional low-level pro
tactinium development work. Air samples collected in the protactinium 
areas indicated an average protactinium concentration of 0.64 x 10" uc/cc. 
The maximum concentration indicated by any one sample was 10,3 x 10"^2^ 
p;/cc of air. 

Routine monitoring in the cave area (formerly used in the radium, 
actinivim, and thorium program, but now isolated and unused) of the "GP" 
Building, indicates no significant change in the concentration of either 
the short-lived daughter products or long-lived isotopes in the air. 
Air saaiples taken in what would be the working area in an active prograai 
indicate an average concentration of 15.I+ x 10"!^ pc/cc for short-lived 
particulate daughters in air. The maxlTmim concentration indicated by one 
sanrple was 371 x lO'^^ pc/cc. This sample was taken after an electric 
power shut down had disabled the air conditioning for the aarea. The 
iverage concentration of long-lived parent isotopes in the air in the 
same area was O.06 x 10"12 uc/cc. Bie maximum concentration indicated 
by one sample was 2.0 x lO"-"̂  pc/cc of air taken when the air conditioning 
was shut down. In the high risk area behind the cave, the average con" 
centration of short-lived particulate daughter products in air was 
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339 X lO"-^^ pc/cc, The maxlmTm concentration indicated by one saniple 
was 1312 X lO^lO jac/cc of air taken when the air conditioning was shut 
down. The average concentration of Ixing-lived parent isotopes in the 
air in the saaie a3rea was O.O3 x 10-12 nc/cc. The maximum concentration 
indicated by one sample was OA x lO"-*^ pc/cc of air taken when the air 
conditioning was shut down. 

Bae thorium redrummlng program was resumed in July. A few changes 
in the handling parocedure were recommended by the Health Physics Surveyor 
in the area. The changes were adopted. The project seems to be going 
all right, but new problems are frequent. We have recommended that onljf 
the wet sludge be handled at this time. When the dry powder is redruinioisd, 
a closed hood and exhaust system must be incorporated to handle the 
dusting problem. 

PERSONNEL MONITORING 

W. A, Bigler 

EIOASSAy 

Personnel working in polonium areas are required to submit tirine 
specimens at repilarly scheduled Intervals, An individual may be asked 
to submit sanipleB weekly, biweekly, monthly, or quarterly, depending 
upon the frequency of contact with polonium, upon the types of operations 
performed, and upon the amount of polonium handled in his normal work aicea. 

During the period covered by this reoport, k'Jk urine specimens and 
k6 control saâ iles were analyzed for polonium content. Three employes 
remain on the "hot" roster. 

Ihe raatlne sampling program for the determination of actinium-227, 
radltma-226, and thorium-228 in the body by an indirect analysis for 
radium was diBcontlnued dtirlng this quarter. In the future, urine speci
mens will be collected and analyzed only in cases where personnel are 
required to work in the cave area. 

Four specinisnB, plus controls and spikes were processed, counted 
and analyzed mathematically for radium-223, radium-22l4-, and radium"£26 
this quarter. The radlum-^3, and radium-224 results were then used 
to calculate the amounts of aotinium-2^ and thorium-228 in the body. 
All samples analyzed during -̂ his quarter yielded low restate, with the 
hi^est being less than O.OJf tlmeB the maxlawm pennissible body burden. 

Seven additional backgro\ind samples were collected from personnel 
assigned to the plutonium neutron source program prior to the beginning 
of "hot" work in July. Since, then, seventeen 2li-hour urine specimens 
have been collected from these personnel and analyssed for plutoni-am 
content. Eie maxinwm concentration of plutonium In the 2i»-honjr -urine 
samples submitted for analysis wias 2.2 disintegrations per min-ate. 
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Fourteen 2̂ 4-hour urine specimens of eaiployes working with protactinium 
were analyzed for protactinium content. The maximum concentration was 
found to be 1.2 disintegrations per minute per 2ii-hour sample. 

Fourteen 2l̂ -hour urine specimens of employes working with ionium were 
analyzed during the past quarter. The maximum concentration of ionium 
found in the samples s-ubmitted was 1,2 disintegrations per minute per 
24-hour sample. 

Sixteen 24-hour urine specimens of employes working on the thorium 
redrummlng program were analyzed for natural thorium concentration* 'Ehe 
highest thorium concentration in any 24-bour saiiple submitted was 0»68 
disintegrations per minute. 

POCKET METERS 

Total number read 7,110 

Nuniber of single readings 

(0 - 30 mr) 6,972 
(30 - 100 mr) 126 
(100 - 200 mr) k 
(over 200 mr) 8 

Number of paired readings 

(0 - 30 mr) 3,526 
(30 - 100 mr) 28 
(100 - 200 vtr) 0 
(over 200 mr) 1 

FILM METERS 

Regular* 

Visitor 

Kuaiber processed 55^ 

Huaiber of readings 

(n - 50 mrep) 506 
(50- 150 mrep) 42 
(150 - 300 mrep) 6 
(300 - 600 mrep) 0 
(over 600 mrep) 0 

V miber processed 172 

Nuniber of readings 
(0 - 50 mrep) 172 
(over 50 mrenl 0 
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*Wom for a period of taro weeks. 

Neutron fllmB* 

Nuniber processed 234 

Number of readings 

(0 - 100 inrem) 231 
(100 - 300 mrem) 3 
(over 300 mrem) 0 

*Wom for period of two weeks. 

ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEyS 

W. A, Bigler 

AIR SAMPLING 

Air samples are collected as nearly downwind from Mound Laboratory 
as is possible. Of the 66 samples collected this quarter, 59 saaiples 
showed no alpha coimt above background. The highest saarple indicated 
a polonium concentration of I.38 x 10-12 pc/co of air. This saagjle was 
taken at Ross, Ohio, on July 30, 1956, 

RIVER SURVEYS 

The Great Miami River is monitored for concentration of polonium 
in mud, water, and vegetation. Some vegetation samples are collected 
at -various other sites. Liquid wastes contaminated with isotopes other 
than polonium are small in volume and are treated and handled separately 
at Mound Laboratory. Polonium, therefore, is the major contaminant to 
be found in the liquid effluent. 

Saaiples analyzed for polonium during the past quarter gave rseults 
which are summarized in Table V. 

TABLE V 

CONCENTRATION OP POLONIUM IN RIVER SURVEY SAMPLES 

Saaiple No. Collected Maximum Average 

Water 104 2.02 x 10*^ pc/ml 3.5^ x 10"9 pc/ail 

Mad 52 3.15 X 10""5 pc/gm 6,73 x 10"' pc/em 

Vegetation 67 0.00 ||ac/gtn 0.00 pc/gm 
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The maxlmuia amd saaiple EUid the maxlimim water saaiple were both collected 
on June 25, 1956, at the location where the plant effluent enters -the 
Miami River. 
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PERSONNEL DISTRIBUTION 

PERSONNEL (AVERAGE EMPLOYMENT FOR QUARTER) 

Supervisor 1 
Assistant Health Supervisors 3 
Instrument Operator 1 
Health Surveyors 1 
Cheadst 1 
Laboratory Technician 1 
Decontamination Workers 11_ 

Total 19 

ALLOCATION OF TIME IN MAN-MONTHS 

Adminietrative 
Bioassay 
Film, Pocket Kfeter, and "T" Area Instrument 

Operation 
Surveys - "!If' Area 

"G" Area 
Inst-nsment Operator and Latmdry Ktonitor 
Ctt'^todial and Decontamination 

"T" Area 
"•" Area 

3 
4 

4 
7 
3 
3 

24 
-1. 

Total 57 
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